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Asymmetric Tensor Field Visualization for Surfaces

Guoning Chen Member, IEEE, Darrel Palke, Zhongzang Lin, Harry Yeh, Paul Vincent, Robert S. Laramee Member, IEEE and Eugene Zhang Member, IEEE

Fig. 1. Visualization of the ground deformation associated with a simulation of the June, 1992 Mw=7.3 Landers, CA earthquake. (a) new hybrid visualization of the displacement-gradient tensor field ($\alpha = 0.022$, $\beta = 0.8$, iter = 800, $m_r = 10$), (b) previous visualization using hyperstreamlines only, (c) a common visualization method used in earthquake deformation studies showing the displacement vector field only, (d) the expected deformation modes for a right-lateral fault. Note how the glyph packing in the complex domains (see the highlighted region) better conveys the elliptical deformation pattern than the previous methods (e.g. (b) and (c)).

Abstract—Asymmetric tensor field visualization can provide important insight into fluid flows and solid deformations. Existing techniques for asymmetric tensor fields focus on the analysis, and simply use evenly-spaced hyperstreamlines on surfaces following eigenvectors and dual-eigenvectors in the tensor field. In this paper, we describe a hybrid visualization technique in which hyperstreamlines and elliptical glyphs are used in real and complex domains, respectively. This enables a more faithful representation of flow behaviors inside complex domains. In addition, we encode tensor magnitude, an important quantity in tensor field analysis, using the density of hyperstreamlines and sizes of glyphs. This allows colors to be used to encode other important tensor quantities. To facilitate quick visual exploration of the data from different viewpoints and at different resolutions, we employ an efficient image-space approach in which hyperstreamlines and glyphs are generated quickly in the image plane. The combination of these techniques leads to an efficient tensor field visualization system for domain scientists. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our visualization technique through applications to complex simulated engine fluid flow and earthquake deformation data. Feedback from domain expert scientists, who are also co-authors, is provided.

Index Terms—Tensor field visualization, asymmetric tensor fields, vector field visualization, fluid dynamics, solid deformation, earthquake engineering, glyph packing, hyperstreamline placement, view-dependent visualization.

1 INTRODUCTION

Asymmetric tensor fields appear in a wide range of applications such as solid and fluid mechanics, structural engineering, and medical imaging. In these applications, the asymmetric tensor fields often appear in the form of the spatial gradient of a vector field, such as the velocity vector field in fluid dynamics or the deformation vector field in solid mechanics. The velocity gradient tensor field describes all of the non-translational kinematics in fluid parcels such as rotations, stretchings, and volume changes which cannot be easily inferred from direct visualization of the velocity vector field [43]. Consequently, effective visualization techniques for asymmetric tensor fields can potentially benefit many applications. In this work, we focus on the visualization of asymmetric tensor fields defined on a two-dimensional manifold (plane, surfaces). 2D asymmetric tensor field visualization is useful for cases where only two-dimensional data is available, such as data taken by the Particle Imagery Velocimetry (PIV), satellite remote sensing data on the water surface, and earthquake data. More-
over, as in the case of vector field and symmetric tensor field research, two-dimensional visualization often provides key insight into the more challenging 3D analysis and visualization.

Despite the potentials of asymmetric tensor field visualization, there has been relatively little work in this area. Most existing tensor field visualization techniques focus on symmetric tensors and use either glyphs or hyperstreamlines following the major or minor eigenvectors of the tensor field. Due to fundamental differences between symmetric and asymmetric tensors, these techniques cannot be easily adapted to the visualization of the latter. For example, symmetric tensors always have real eigenvalues while asymmetric tensors can have complex eigenvalues. Furthermore, the major and minor eigenvectors of an asymmetric tensor with real eigenvalues need not be perpendicular.

To address this challenge, Zheng and Pang [46] introduce the concept of dual-eigenvectors which provide directional information of a 2D asymmetric tensor field inside complex domains (i.e., complex eigenvalues). Hyperstreamlines are used to follow the major dual-eigenvectors in the complex domains and either the major or minor eigenvectors in the real domains. Zhang et al. [43] extend this analysis by introducing the concepts of eigenvalue manifold and eigenvector manifold. With these manifolds, they develop analysis of 2D asymmetric tensor fields providing physical interpretation of the velocity gradient tensor field. Based on this analysis, the flow motion is dominated by anisotropic stretching and rotations in the real and complex domains, respectively. Zhang et al. also point out that the elliptical tensor patterns in the complex domains cannot be easily inferred from hyperstreamlines following the dual-eigenvectors since the eccentricity information is missing. To overcome this difficulty, they propose the concept of pseudo-eigenvectors. By intersecting evenly-spaced hyperstreamlines that follow either the major or minor pseudo-eigenvectors, one obtains diamond-shaped regions whose smallest enclosing ellipses reflect the tensor patterns (Figure 1(b)). Finally, Zhang et al. use colors to encode the tensor magnitude.

While the work by Zheng and Pang [46] and Zhang et al. [43] has advanced our understanding of asymmetric tensors, we have found that the provided visualization techniques are not adequate for domain experts from fluid mechanics and geophysics as pointed out by domain experts Harry Yeh and Paul Vincent (co-authors of this paper). The existing visualization of the asymmetric tensor field in complex domains using hyperstreamlines requires the user to infer the elliptical shapes using the intersection of the hyperstreamlines. This intersection often does not form the shape of a diamond due to the difficulty in achieving perfectly evenly-spaced hyperstreamlines (see the region highlighted by the yellow square in Figure 1(b)). This can cause difficulty in the physical interpretation. For instance, the domain expert may not be able to recognize the deformation pattern is rotation dominant because their appearance is similar to those in the real domain. Furthermore, the tensor magnitude, a quantity of great importance to the physical interpretation has not been included in the previous visualization techniques for asymmetric tensor fields. This means that the tensor magnitude has to be visualized using additional images, a situation domain scientists wish to eliminate. Finally, efficient visual exploration of the data sets requires the ability to inspect the data from any viewpoint and at any level of detail, with quick feedback. Tracing hyperstreamlines with controlled, possibly non-uniform spacing on surfaces is a computationally expensive task as it requires extensive geodesic distance computation. Compounding this with the fact that hyperstreamlines need to be regenerated every time the user changes the level of detail makes it computationally prohibitive to perform visual exploration of tensor fields on surfaces.

This work addresses these challenges and presents an intuitive visualization in the context of solid and fluid mechanics as well as other applications. Specifically, we make the following contributions. First, we adapt the technique of glyph packing (represented as ellipses) to the visualization of elliptical patterns in the complex domains. An elliptical shaped glyph can provide more explicit visualization for rotation dominant motion with the direction of stretching, and highlight the distinct dynamic behaviors within real and complex domains better than previous method using different colors [43] (see Figure 1 (a) and (b)). Second, we encode the tensor magnitude into the size of the glyphs and the density of the hyperstreamlines. Specifically, we use denser hyperstreamlines and glyphs with smaller sizes (i.e. denser packing since the density of glyphs is inversely proportional to glyph size) to represent larger tensor magnitude. Even though tensor glyphs typically indicate higher tensor magnitude with larger glyphs [17], we feel an inverse magnitude representation is more consistent with that used in flow vector fields, whereby the denser packing of streamlines and the vortex lines represents larger discharge rates and vorticity, respectively [35, 27]. Encoding the tensor magnitude in our hybrid visualization allows for the tensor patterns, magnitude, and eigenvalue analysis to be presented in the same image, which facilitates the visual exploration and physical interpretation of the data. While this approach has the advantage of including all deformation modes visualized in one plot, we recognize that users may prefer a different, perhaps separate image to display the tensor magnitude. As such, we are exploring different ways to display the tensor magnitude both in the same plot as well as an option to toggle on and off a separate color-coded image of tensor magnitude. Third, we present an efficient image-space approach for our hybrid glyph and hyperstreamline technique. By carefully projecting the tensor field onto the image plane, we reduce the run time for glyph packing and hyperstreamline placement on surfaces with complex geometry, such as the cooling jacket, from hours using an object-space approach to seconds; a two orders of magnitude speed increase. The combination of these techniques provides an interactive visualization tool for domain experts to examine their asymmetric tensor fields. The system provides users the ability to quickly explore their data using hyperstreamlines, which is fast and can provide the global configuration information of the data, followed by the hybrid visualization when the user is satisfied with the current viewpoint. Finally, we apply our hybrid asymmetric tensor field visualization to both flow visualization and earthquake simulations. The latter represents a new application of asymmetric tensor field visualization, from earthquake fault mechanics. Interpretations from domain experts Yeh and Vincent are provided.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews previous work related to this paper. Section 3 provides a brief description of basic concepts associated with asymmetric tensor field analysis. The pipeline of our hybrid visualization framework is presented in Section 4. Section 5 provides details of our modified glyph packing in complex domains. An image-space implementation is described in Section 6. In Section 7 we present visualization results of simulated fluid flow and deformation data sets as well as physical interpretations and analysis by domain experts. Section 8 summarizes this work.

2 Related Work

There has been much work in the area of vector field visualization though covering this work is beyond the scope of this paper. We refer interested readers to the following surveys for comprehensive reviews of these techniques [21, 22, 27]. Some of these techniques have been adapted to second-order symmetric tensor fields. In contrast, there has been relatively little work in the visualization of asymmetric tensor fields.

Symmetric Tensor Field Visualization Symmetric tensor field analysis and visualization have been well researched for both two and three dimensions. For the purpose of this paper, we will only refer to the most relevant work. Delmarcelle and Hesselink [7] provide a comprehensive study on the topology of 2D symmetric tensor fields and define hyperstreamlines, which they use to visualize tensor fields. This research is later extended to analysis in three dimensions [10, 45, 47] and topological tracking in time-varying symmetric tensor fields [36]. Zheng and Pang provide a high-quality texture-based tensor field visualization technique, HyperLIC [44], which adapts the idea of Line Integral Convolution (LIC) [4] to symmetric tensor fields. Hotz et al. [13] present a texture-based method for visualizing 2D symmetric tensor fields.

Evenly-spaced streamlines have been used to visualize vector fields [5, 15, 24, 25, 28, 37, 39, 41]. Spencer et al. [35] improve the efficiency of the streamline placement on surfaces via an image-space approach. Rosanwo et al. [31] propose the dual streamline seeding to avoid expensive geodesic computation on surfaces. The
The idea of using evenly-spaced streamlines has been extended to tensor fields \([1, 9, 26, 42]\) and more generally \(N\)-way rotational symmetry (\(N\)-RoSy) fields \([29, 30]\). McLoughlin et al. \([27]\) provide an overview of seedings strategies.

Laidlaw et al. \([19]\) stochastically place glyphs to minimize overlap when generating multi-layered diffusion tensor visualization. A similar glyph placement technique is introduced in the work of Kirby et al. \([18]\) in which glyphs represent certain vector and tensor attributes of complex flow fields. The tensor splat method is proposed to convert tensor values into tuned Gabor functions which are encoded into \(2D\) and \(3D\) textures \([2, 3]\). Reaction-diffusion equations have been adapted by Kindlmann for tensor visualization \([16]\) which are extended to the work on glyph packing \([17]\). In this study, a tensor-based potential energy is defined to derive the placement of a system of particles whose final positions will be used to place glyphs. Hlawitschka et al. \([12]\) present an alternative glyph packing using Delaunay triangulation which successfully reduces the computation cost. A similar technique that uses the dual of Delaunay triangulation, i.e., Voronoi tessellation is also proposed by Feng et al. \([8]\) to achieve better convergence of glyph packing. Recently, Schultz and Kindlmann \([33]\) introduce the superquadric glyphs that can be used to visualize the general symmetric second order tensors that could be non-positive-definite. Ellipsoid packing has also been applied to generate anisotropic meshes \([34]\).

In the flow visualization community, De Leeuw and Van Wijk \([6]\) visualize the local properties of a flow field by visualizing its gradient (Jacobian). They decompose the Jacobian matrix into symmetrical and anti-symmetrical parts which are transformed to local frame and further decomposed to different components representing acceleration, shear, curvature, torsion, and convergence, respectively. These components can then be mapped to different geometric primitives for visualization. This is a relevant work. However, we apply a different tensor decomposition in the present work.

Some past work has placed glyphs along hyperstreamlines such as the work by Hlawitschka and Scheuermann on higher-order tensor field analysis \([11]\). While such work also uses both primitives, it fundamentally different from our work since they are not placed in complementary regions as in our case. It is not clear how to extend their work to visualize asymmetric tensor fields in a straightforward fashion. To our knowledge, our algorithm is the first to apply glyph packing to visualize asymmetric tensor fields.

**Asymmetric Tensor Field Visualization** Hyperstreamline-based techniques are employed for asymmetric tensor fields by Zheng and Pang \([46]\). They present the concept of dual-eigenvectors for the complex domains where eigenvalues and eigenvectors are complex. Their visualization consists of hyperstreamlines following major and minor eigenvectors in real domains and major dual-eigenvectors in complex domains. Zhang et al. \([43]\) extend this visualization and provide physical interpretation in the context of flow visualization, when the asymmetric tensor is the velocity gradient tensor. They introduce the idea of pseudo-eigenvectors, which are used to better illustrate the flow patterns in the complex domains. They also define the concept of eigenvalue and eigenvector manifolds used in tensor field analysis. However, the visualization of the asymmetric tensor fields using hyperstreamlines computed in object space is prohibitively expensive for the users. This work builds upon the analysis of Zheng et al. \([43]\) and focuses on the efficient visualization of the analysis result. This has led to a thorough and interactive visualization system for asymmetric tensor fields which can now be applied to the applications of fluid dynamics and earthquake engineering. We refer interested readers to the accompanying video for a demonstration of our visualization system.

### 3 Background

In this section we review the relevant background on asymmetric tensor fields, based on \([43, 46]\). A second-order tensor \(\mathbf{T}\) can be represented by an \(N \times N\) matrix \(T_{ij}\) where \(N\) is the dimension of the tensor. \(\mathbf{T}\) is symmetric when \(T_{ij} = T_{ji}\) or anti-symmetric when \(T_{ij} = -T_{ji}\). The trace of \(\mathbf{T}\) is defined as \(\sum_{1 \leq i \leq N} T_{ii}\). \(\mathbf{T}\) is traceless when the trace of \(\mathbf{T}\) is zero. Note that for any anti-symmetric tensor \(\mathbf{T}\), \(T_{ii} = 0\) for \(1 \leq i \leq N\).

Any second-order tensor \(\mathbf{T}\) can be uniquely decomposed as follows:

\[
\mathbf{T} = \mathbf{D} + \mathbf{S} + \mathbf{R} \tag{1}
\]

where \(\mathbf{D}\) is a multiple of the identity matrix, \(\mathbf{S}\) is a symmetric and traceless matrix, and \(\mathbf{R}\) is an anti-symmetric matrix. When \(\mathbf{T}\) is the velocity gradient tensor, \(\mathbf{D}, \mathbf{S},\) and \(\mathbf{R}\) represent the time rate of volume change, angular deformation, and rotation, respectively. Similarly for the deformation gradient tensor in solid mechanics, \(\mathbf{D}, \mathbf{S},\) and \(\mathbf{R}\) represent dilation or contraction, angular shear, and rotation, respectively.

In this paper, we will focus on two-dimensional asymmetric tensors, i.e., \(N = 2\). For this case, Equation 1 can be rewritten as

\[
\mathbf{T} = \gamma_t I + \gamma_r \begin{pmatrix}
\cos \theta & \sin \theta \\
\sin \theta & -\cos \theta 
\end{pmatrix} + \gamma_s \begin{pmatrix}
0 & -1 \\
1 & 0 
\end{pmatrix} \tag{2}
\]

where \(\gamma_t = T_{11} - T_{22}, \gamma_r = \sqrt{(T_{11} - T_{22})^2 + (T_{12} + T_{21})^2}\), and \(\gamma_s = T_{12} - T_{21}\) are the strengths of \(\mathbf{D}, \mathbf{S},\) and \(\mathbf{R}\), respectively, while \(\theta\) encodes the directions of angular deformation.

Because the eigenvector and dual-eigenvector information is not dependent on \(\gamma_t\), we can focus on traceless (deviatoric) tensors. Such tensors can be parameterized as follows:

\[
T(\rho, \theta, \phi) = \rho \cos \phi \begin{pmatrix}
\cos \theta & \sin \theta \\
\sin \theta & -\cos \theta 
\end{pmatrix} + \rho \sin \phi \begin{pmatrix}
0 & -1 \\
1 & 0 
\end{pmatrix} \tag{3}
\]

Notice that the above form is a special case of Equation 2 in which \(\gamma_t = 0, \rho = \sqrt{T_{11}^2 + T_{22}^2}\) and \(\phi = \tan^{-1} \left(\frac{T_{12}}{T_{21}}\right)\) \([-\frac{\pi}{2}, \frac{\pi}{2}]\). The eigenvalues of \(T(\rho, \theta, \phi)\) are:

\[
E_{1,2} = \begin{cases}
\pm \rho \sqrt{\cos 2\phi} & \text{if } 0 \leq |\phi| \leq \frac{\pi}{4} \\
\pm \rho \sqrt{\cos 2\phi} & \text{if } \frac{\pi}{4} < |\phi| \leq \frac{\pi}{2}
\end{cases} \tag{4}
\]

where \(i\) satisfy \(i^2 = -1\). A tensor field \(T(\mathbf{p})\) is a tensor-valued function defined on an \(N\)-dimensional manifold \(D\) \((N = 2\) in our case). We consider the map \(\tau : D \to S^2\) defined by \(\tau : \mathbf{p} \to (\theta_p, \phi_p)\) where \(\theta_p\) and \(\phi_p\) are the parameters corresponding to \(T(\mathbf{p})\). The \(S^2\) is the so-called eigenvector manifold \([43]\) for which the North and South Poles (\(\theta = \pi/2\) and \(-\pi/2\), respectively) correspond to pure rotations. The latitude circles \(\phi = \pm \frac{\pi}{4}\) represent tensors with equal real eigenvalues and they form the boundaries of tensors with real eigenvalues and with complex eigenvalues. The pre-image of \(\tau\) of these tensors is referred to as the degenerate curves \([46]\), which divide the domain into real domains \((\tau^{-1}([\{0 \leq |\phi| < \frac{\pi}{4}\}]))\) and complex domains \((\tau^{-1}([\{0 \leq |\phi| \leq \frac{\pi}{2}\}]))\).

In the context of fluids, i.e., when the tensor field is the gradient of the velocity vector field, the following interpretation is applicable \([43]\). In the real domains, a linearized local flow pattern at a point resembles a distorted hyperbola (see Figure 1 the stretching illustration in the bottom row). The (real) eigenvectors indicate the direction of stretching an compression of fluid parcels. In the complex domains, linearized local flow patterns are ellipsoidal whose eccentricity is given by \(\epsilon = \sqrt{\frac{2\sin(2|\phi|)}{2\sin(2|\phi|)}}\) for \(\frac{\pi}{4} < |\phi| \leq \frac{\pi}{2}\). The major and minor axes of the ellipses are given by the dual-eigenvectors of the tensor, which are the major and minor eigenvectors of the following symmetric matrix:

\[
S(T) = \sin \phi \begin{pmatrix}
\cos \theta & \sin \theta \\
\sin \theta & -\cos \theta 
\end{pmatrix} \tag{5}
\]

Notice the dual-eigenvectors are not well-defined along the Equator (\(\phi = 0\), pure symmetric tensors, and at the Poles (\(\theta = \pm \pi/2\), degenerate points in the eigenvector manifold. The set of degenerate points in an asymmetric tensor field has a one-to-one correspondence with the set of degenerate point of the symmetric tensor of Equation 5 \([43]\).
5 Glyph Packing in Complex Domains

Our glyph packing technique extends the work of Kindlmann and Westin [17] by incorporating degenerate points into the packing process as well as taking into account the boundaries of the disjoint complex regions (Figure 2(c)). We first briefly review their method. Kindlmann and Westin visualize a symmetric tensor field using elliptical glyphs such that the size, shape and orientation of the glyphs reflect the tensor field at the center location of the glyph. This is achieved by placing a set of initial glyphs in the domain and moving them through repulsion forces between nearby glyphs. The repulsion force is derived from the underlying tensor field. The process terminates when convergence is reached.

5.1 Glyph Tensor

In order to apply glyph packing which requires symmetric tensor fields as input, we compute the following symmetric tensor which is equivalent to that of Equation 5:

$$T = (u_1 u_2) \begin{pmatrix} J_1 & 0 \\ 0 & J_2 \end{pmatrix} (u_1 u_2)^T$$

(6)

where $u_1$ and $u_2$ are the two eigenvectors of the desired symmetric matrix given by Equation 5, which are the major and minor dual-eigenvectors of the original asymmetric tensor [43].

$$J_1 = \max \{|\gamma_1 + \gamma_2|, |\gamma_1 - \gamma_2|\}$$

$$J_2 = \min \{|\gamma_1 + \gamma_2|, |\gamma_1 - \gamma_2|\}$$

(7)

Note $J_1$ and $J_2$ computed this way are the singular values for the asymmetric tensor obtained by subtracting the trace. This treatment takes on the following physical interpretation. For 2D incompressible fluids, the local linearization at any point inside the complex domain is an elliptical pattern whose eccentricity and semi-axes are defined by Equation 6. In this case, eccentricity ($\frac{J_2}{J_1}$) indicates the relative strength between stretching and rotation. The smaller the eccentricity, the stronger the rotation. When eccentricity is minimum ($\gamma_2 = 0$), there is no stretching but only rotation. That is where degenerate points occur (Poles in the eigenvector manifold). The limit when eccentricity approaches infinity ($\gamma_1 = |\gamma_2|$), indicates degenerate curves. In addition, $J_1$ and $J_2$ correspond to the lengths of the semi-axes of the glyph which determine the size of the ellipse and reflect the tensor magnitude at the center of the glyph, i.e.

$$\sqrt{\frac{J_1^2 + J_2^2}{2}} = \sqrt{\frac{|\gamma_1 + \gamma_2|^2 + |\gamma_1 - \gamma_2|^2}{2}} = \sqrt{\gamma_1^2 + \gamma_2^2}$$

5.2 Glyph Seeding Strategy with Degenerate Points

Once we have generated the aforementioned symmetric tensor field inside the complex domains, we start the glyph packing process for one region at a time. We have observed that the quality and computational
Fig. 3. Comparison of the asymmetric tensor field visualization results without seeding at degenerate points (a) and with fixed particles at degenerate points (b). Note that how the glyphs at degenerate points deliver the characteristics (isotropic) of tensor field near them (b) indicating a pure circular rotation of the flow at those locations. The image in (c) shows the result of seeding degenerate points with fixed sizes during the repulsion. This could prevent a proper placement of other seeds from being achieved (see the circled area).

Fig. 4. This figure shows the results of glyph packing without capping the tensor magnitude (left) and with capping (right).

cost of glyph packing is greatly impacted by the initial seeding strategy, i.e., how many seeds and where to place them. For aesthetically pleasing results, we note that the area of the region to be seeded should be slightly larger than the total area of the glyphs for the region. When these two values are equal, glyph overlap will occur. To control this, we use a density parameter $\beta$ to help control the overall number of glyphs seeded in the region.

To seed a region $A$, we randomly place points in $A$ until the total area of seeds within $A$ is larger than $\beta \text{Area}(A)$. In our implementation, $\beta$ values range from 0.7 to 0.9 depending on the particular data set. To generate seeds, for a given candidate position $s$, we calculate $P = \left(1 - \frac{\det}{\det_{\max}}\right)$ where det is the tensor determinant of the glyph tensor $\mathcal{T}$ (Equation 6) at $s$ and $\det_{\max}$ is the maximum determinant over $A$, which can be computed through a linear search over the tensors at all the samples in the domain. Since the determinant is proportional to the area of the glyph, $P$ approaches zero as the glyphs get larger. With the probability $P$ we accept $s$ as a seed and update the total area of the seeds. The area of each seed point is evaluated as the area of the ellipse with the seed point as the center (i.e. $\alpha^2 \pi J_1 J_2$ where $J_1$ and $J_2$ are the two values used in the creation of the symmetric glyph tensor from Equation 6 at the seed). Note that this algorithm is conducted inside each connected component of the complex domain individually.

The above seeding process is similar to [17]. However, Kindlmann and Westin do not consider degenerate points, important features in solid and fluid mechanics [43], in the seeding process. To better visualize the tensor behaviors near and at the degenerate points of an asymmetric tensor field, we assign a seed point at the center of each degenerate point. These glyphs will not move during glyph packing although they can generate repulsion forces on nearby regular glyphs. In our original implementation, seeds representing degenerate points are inserted at the beginning of the initialization. They are fixed during the repulsion stage. This poses some issues during the placement of other seeds (Figure 3, right). More specifically, these fixed seeds block the movement of other seeds from reaching optimal locations, which leads to a number of holes in the result. To handle this, we modify the seeding scheme at degenerate points as follows. Initially, we place seeds at degenerate points with zero area (i.e. having zero influence on the other seeds). After a certain number of iterations of repulsion, we start increasing the area of the glyphs linearly located at the degenerate points until they achieve the optimal sizes for final visualization.

5.3 Boundary Handling
To prevent the glyphs from entering or overlapping with specific areas, Kindlmann and Westin use a metric forcing points into the interior of the specific regions [17]. To obtain a continuous visualization between real and complex domains, our method requires more control over the boundary handling. Given a seed $s$, whose velocity is $\vec{v}$, the next location of $s$ is the current position of $s$ plus $\vec{v}$. We compute the point on the boundary of the region that has the shortest distance to $s$, denoted by $\vec{v}'$. If the length of $\vec{v}'$ is smaller than a specific value $b$, we flag $s$ for boundary handling. We calculate $b$ as $(J_1 \alpha_1) \cdot \frac{\vec{v} - \vec{s}}{|\vec{v} - \vec{s}|}$ where $J_1$ is the major eigenvalue of the glyph tensor and $\alpha_1$ is the major axis of the glyph. The value of $b$ reflects the width of the glyph along $\vec{v}$. If $s$ is flagged for boundary handling, we modify the movement vector $\vec{v}'$ to move laterally along the boundary by subtracting $\vec{v}'$ from $\vec{v}$ to obtain the new position $s'$. If this new position is still outside the boundary, $s$ remains fixed in its original position. This allows the particles to move along boundaries and through narrow regions or enter large and open parts of the region without exiting it. The alignment of packed glyphs at domain boundaries can create regular patterns that may visually distract from the flow patterns. Addressing this is a direction of further research.

5.4 Clamping
In our experiments, the determinants in different complex domains of an asymmetric tensor field stemming from the flow field vary greatly. So do their eigenvalues $J_1$ and $J_2$. This typically leads to large variation of the sizes of the glyphs. Figure 4 (left) provides such an example. In addition, large eigenvalues require a large neighborhood computation when accumulating forces exerted on a seed. This increases the computation expense. To overcome this, we follow Kindlmann and Westin [17] by allowing the user to specify a threshold $m_r$ for the ratio of the maximum ($m_{\text{max}}$) to the minimum ($m_{\text{min}}$) tensor magnitudes in the whole domain. Let $r = \frac{m_{\text{max}}}{m_{\text{min}}}$ and $m$ be the tensor
magnitude at a point \( p \). We first normalize \( m \) as 
\[
k'' = \frac{m - m_{\text{min}}}{m_{\text{max}} - m_{\text{min}}}.
\]
If \( r > m_r \), set \( r = m_r \). Then, a linear mapping is applied to \( k'' \) such that 
\[
k' = ak'' + b, \quad a = \frac{r}{k''}, \quad b = \frac{r}{k''}
\]
This maps the tensor magnitude to the range of \( [\frac{1}{\sqrt{r}}, \sqrt{r}] \). This mapping preserves the ratio of 
\( J_1 \) and \( J_2 \). Finally, we set \( k = \frac{1}{k''} \) such that the larger the tensor magnitude is, the denser the hyperstreamlines and the smaller the glyphs.

Figure 4 (right) shows the result after applying this mapping.

6 An Image-Space Implementation

Note that the placement of hyperstreamlines in real domains and the glyph packing in complex domains can be accomplished in the object space to preserve data authenticity. However, working in the object space presents difficulties when placing hyperstreamlines or packing glyphs on surface geometry. This is because points on hyperstreamlines and glyphs are frequently compared with other nearby points in the domain [15, 17]. For surfaces, this requires the geodesic distances between points to be computed to determine neighbors within a certain distance which is a computationally expensive task. This extra computational cost is possibly offset by the fact that the visualization needs to be generated just once after which the user can find a particular suitable viewpoint. However, under levels of magnification, the original visualization may become sparse prompting the re-computation of the visualization. If no method of determining visible regions is employed, the data generation time can increase dramatically as glyphs and hyperstreamlines are more tightly packed in the object space.

Using an image-space approach can alleviate these issues. The tensor field is projected to the image plane and the visualization is performed in this fixed frame. The costly geodesic distance computation can be omitted as the visualization no longer requires expensive distance computation on surfaces. Also, exploration of the data is possible as the visualization is only generated for a specific view. Image-space methods have been used to visualize vector fields [23, 35, 38], tensor fields [42] as well as generate pen-and-ink sketching [9] on surfaces with much success.

The key is to be able to project the tensor field from the surface onto the image plane with minimal error, account for the distortion introduced by projection, and handle occlusion.

**Tensor Field Projection** There are two approaches to projecting a tensor field. In the first approach, the tensor values at the vertices of each triangle are projected onto the image plane. The tensor value for a point inside the triangle can be obtained through barycentric interpolation of the projected tensor values at the vertices of the triangle. This approach is fast and lends itself naturally to GPU processing. However, blending projected tensor values can often lead to relatively large errors. We instead use the second approach. In this case, for each pixel in the image plane, we identify the nearest point \( s \) on the surface whose projection covers the pixel. We then compute the tensor value at \( s \), which is then projected onto the image plane. While this approach is slower than the first approach, it is still relatively fast and provides pixel-level accuracy while the first approach only provides vertex-level accuracy. To quickly identify the nearest point on the surface that corresponds to a given pixel in the image plane, we render the surface from the same viewpoint in two passes. In the first pass, we assign a unique color to each triangle. In the second pass, we color each vertex in the mesh with its barycentric coordinates. This results in two buffers: triangle ID buffer, and barycentric coordinate buffer, which will be stored as textures. With these two buffers, we can easily identify the nearest point on the surface that corresponds to a pixel through texture accessing and obtain the tensor value at that point.

The original surface tensor is then used to decide whether it is in the real or complex domain, compute the tensor magnitude, \( \gamma_x, \gamma_y, \gamma_z \), as well as derive the shape, size, and orientation of glyphs (complex domain) and the directions of hyperstreamlines (real domain). The tensor quantities \( \gamma_x, \gamma_y, \gamma_z \) are then used to decide the color of the pixel based on the color scheme in [43]. If a pixel’s corresponding surface point is in the real domain, we will compute the 3D coordinates of the major and minor eigenvectors of the tangential tensor and project them onto the image plane. This ensures that the projection onto the image plane of a hyperstreamline on the surface passing through a point \( s \) will coincide with the hyperstreamline in the image plane that passes through the pixel corresponding to \( s \). Similarly, we wish to ensure that the projection of a glyph in the complex domain of the surface matches the glyph generated from the projected tensor. This is discussed later as the solution to this problem can be combined to also deal with distortions introduced by projecting distance or vectors onto the image plane.

**Distortion in Projection** Projections onto the image plane from a point on the surface introduces anisotropic distortion. This means that distance computations, used in controlling the spacing between hyperstreamlines and glyphs, need to account for this distortion or the result will look different from the projection of the hyperstreamlines and glyphs from the object space. We observe that under orthographic projection, the length of a vector is maintained in a certain direction \( \vec{v} \) but distorted the most in the perpendicular direction of \( \vec{v} \). This direction is defined using the object normal at the point \( p \) on the surface. Let \( \vec{v} = \vec{n} \times \vec{z} \) where \( \vec{n} \) is the object normal at \( p \) and \( \vec{z} \) is the image normal. We can see that the length of \( \vec{v} \) is the same in both the local frame of the point and the image plane. Along \( \vec{u} = \vec{n} \times \vec{v} \), distances are shortened by a factor of \( d = \frac{\vec{u} \cdot \vec{n}}{\vec{u} \cdot \vec{z}} \) which is simply the \( z \)-component of \( \vec{n} \). In fact, this anisotropic distortion can be described by a symmetric tensor, much like the stretching tensor used in surface parameterization [32].

We make use of this anisotropic scaling information along with the tensor magnitude to vary the density of the hyperstreamlines. To calculate the magnitude at a given point \( p \) under projection, we use the following matrix:

\[
M = \begin{pmatrix} md & 0 & m \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \\ \vec{u} \cdot \vec{n} & \vec{u} \cdot \vec{z} & 1 \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} \vec{u} \cdot \vec{n} & 0 & \vec{u} \cdot \vec{z} \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix}
\]  

(8)

Here \( m \) is the magnitude of the tensor at point \( p \), \( d \) is the shortening factor associated with the normal at \( p \), \( \vec{v} \) is the projection of \( \vec{v} \) to the image plane and \( \vec{u} \perp \vec{v} \). \( M \) and \( \vec{u} \) are defined in the local frame of the point and the image plane. Along \( \vec{u} \), \vec{u} \perp \vec{v} \), distances are shortened by a factor of \( d = \frac{\vec{u} \cdot \vec{n}}{\vec{u} \cdot \vec{z}} \) which is simply the \( z \)-component of \( \vec{n} \). In fact, this anisotropic distortion can be described by a symmetric tensor, much like the stretching tensor used in surface parameterization [32].

For glyph packing, the anisotropic scaling can be encoded into the glyph tensor instead of treating it separately as for hyperstreamline tracing. We note that the magnitude is already inherently encoded into the unprojected glyph tensor as well. The glyph tensor is defined in the local 2D frame of a specific triangle and our target frame is the image plane, which is also 2D. Therefore we can perform a 2D to 2D projection of the symmetric glyph tensor to obtain this projected glyph tensor. This becomes the following:

\[
G' = \begin{pmatrix} \vec{u} \cdot \vec{n} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 \\ \vec{u} \cdot \vec{z} & 1 \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} \vec{u} \cdot \vec{n} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 \\ \vec{u} \cdot \vec{z} & 1 \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} \vec{u} \cdot \vec{n} & 0 & \vec{u} \cdot \vec{z} \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix}
\]  

(9)

Here \( G \) is the glyph tensor also defined in the local frame at \( p \), \( \vec{u}_i, \vec{v}_i \) and \( \vec{d} \) are as defined in Equation 8, \( \vec{v}_i \) is the projection of \( \vec{v} \) into the local frame defined for the triangle in which \( p \) is located and \( \vec{u}_i \perp \vec{v}_i \). We first perform a change of basis from the local frame at \( p \) to the basis \( \vec{u}_i, \vec{v}_i \). Then we scale the glyph by the \( z \)-component of \( \vec{n} \) in the direction of \( \vec{u}_i \) and 1 in the direction of \( \vec{v}_i \). We then perform another change of basis back to the image plane. The resulting matrix \( G' \) is defined in the image space and can be used in the glyph packing.

A side effect of this projection is that degenerate points are not maintained as their original circular shapes. Hence, degenerate points cannot be classified after projection in the image plane. To account for this, we extract and classify the degenerate points in the object space, then project the positions of the visible degenerate points for a particular viewpoint as well as their glyph tensors at those positions. Notice that the extraction of degenerate points is local (per triangle in the mesh) and there is at most one degenerate point per triangle. Consequently, degenerate point extraction is faster when compared with glyph packing. Moreover, it only needs to be performed once.

After projections, all tensors for points in the domain are computed through a bilinear interpolation between pixels in the image space.
Occlusion Handling There are two additional considerations when projecting the tensor field. First, occlusions introduced by the projection often lead to discontinuities in the image space. Such an issue has been raised in [23, 35]. To address this, we borrow the technique from [35] and make use of the depth buffer to detect pixels where depths change sharply. We mark these pixels as cliff pixels. If the depth value of two adjacent pixels is higher than a threshold value, we denote a depth discontinuity. Note that these pixels may occur in the interior of a real or complex domain, and they do not always form closed loops. Hyperstreamline tracing and glyph movement cannot cross cliff pixels. In our implementation of glyph packing, the cliff pixels are treated the same way as pixels on the boundaries between the real and complex domains.

Binning Strategy As shown above, a neighborhood computation is needed for both hyperstreamline placement and glyph packing. This requires to identify the neighboring seeds within a disk centered at a given seed. To do so, all seeds in the domain need to be checked (i.e., computing distance to the center seed). To speed up this neighborhood computation, we adopt a spatial binning strategy in the image space for each region. The size of each bin in a region is $2\alpha\lambda_{\text{max}}$ due to its anisotropic property, where $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum eigenvalue within this region if it is real or the maximum $J_i$ if it is complex. When searching the neighborhood of a point $p$ which is located at bin $B(i, j)$, all the its neighboring bins, $\bigcup_{r=1}^{i-1} \bigcup_{c=1}^{j-1} B(r, c)$ are considered as well as $B(i, j)$. Only seeds in these bins will be considered.

7 Applications

We have applied our hybrid visualization technique to simulated flows inside a diesel engine and cooling jacket as well as a simulated earthquake deformation. For each of the images shown in the paper, hyperstreamline tracing typically took less than one second, and glyph packing took $5 \sim 20$ seconds, depending on the numbers of glyphs and hyperstreamlines generated. This represents two orders of magnitude speedup over the object-space approach. All the examples were generated on a workstation having Intel Xeon(R) CPU with 2 processors (each of them is 2.33GHz), 8GB RAM, and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 285 graphics card. Multi-thread programming is applied.

7.1 Domain Expert Review of Engine Simulation Flows (Domain Expert Yeh)

Cooling Jacket Simulation Figure 5 shows the flow in the outer surface of a cooling jacket data set. The upper portion is the jacket for the cylinder head and the lower portion is for the cylinder block. It is important to design a cooling jacket so that the flow within the jacket be adequately mixed for efficient heat transfer. Note that the combination of stagnation and rotation could be a sign of inefficient heat transfer that must be avoided. Our visualization of the velocity gradient tensor field allows to effectively explore flow kinematics on this surface (Figure 5 (c) and (d)). For example, it is straightforward to identify rotation dominant regions and how fluid elements deform quantitatively within the regions by the glyphs. This is not the case for the previous visualization as shown in Figure 5(b); the rotational pattern must be inferred from the area enclosed by the hyperstreamlines. In the proposed hybrid visualization, the density of the hyperstreamlines and sizes of the glyphs represent the tensor magnitude: the denser the hyperstreamlines and the smaller the glyphs, the larger the tensor magnitudes, consistent with the standard fluid mechanics representations such as streamlines and vortex lines (see any fundamental fluid mechanics textbooks). Figure 5(c) is the visualization of the same data set from the inlet, which is the front portion of the jacket. The coolant enters through the round triangular-shaped inlet that is shown near the bottom. The flow pattern adjacent to the inlet can be interpreted by observing the orientation of major and minor eigenvectors. The major eigenvectors are oriented parallel to the port edge, while the minor eigenvectors are perpendicular to the edge. This indicates that the flow decelerates by stretching the fluid parcels in the transverse direction to the flow. Also note the formation of alternating clockwise-counterclockwise rotations after the coolant enters the cylinder block although they are still in the real domain, i.e. stretching dominant flows. Note that this type of kinematic information cannot be extracted explicitly from the velocity vector visualization [20].

Near the top of the inlet, we see a pair of rotation dominant regions (i.e. complex domain): the counterclockwise rotation (red) on the right and the clockwise (green) on the left, connected with the region of flow contraction (blue). Note that the coolant fluids are incompressible: hence the blue regions in the figure are interpreted as contraction caused by the flow to the interior away from the visualized surface in the figure. (Likewise, the yellow regions are interpreted as expansion caused by the flow from the third dimension normal to the surface of visualization.) The vicinity of the blue (flow contraction) region between this pair of counter-rotating complex domains is a spot for further investigation. The flow there has a small rate of deformation (the glyph size and the space of hyperstreamlines there are large) and is rotation dominant which means small fluid mixing. Therefore, the heat transfer in this vicinity might be inefficient. On the other hand, this area is very close to the coolant intake; hence, we do not anticipate that the inefficient mixing behavior there would cause a serious problem - the coolant temperature should still remain cool enough and would unlikely cause overheating to induce undesirable air bubbles. The glyph presentation shows how fluid parcels deform with rotation. The elongation changes from the horizontal direction near the inlet to the vertical direction towards the cylinder head. Note that the cylinder block and head are connected through the gasket, and some of the coolant enters the cylinder head through the gasket right above the inlet. The tensor magnitude adjacent to the connection is relatively large (denser hyperstreamlines) and the major eigenvectors are oriented towards the gasket, i.e. stretching, together with the flow contraction (blue).

Once the coolant enters the cylinder head, a pair of vortices appears: the clockwise rotation (green) on the right and the counterclockwise (red) on the left. The glyph presentation shows the fluid parcel deformation pattern associated with the pair of vortices created by a jet-like flow through gasket. The horizontal orientation of major hyperstreamlines (i.e. stretching) near the top of the cylinder head separates the two counter-rotating vortices. The velocity-gradient tensor magnitude is relatively large in this area, indicating significant deformation of the fluid. The similar flow pattern can be observed in Figure 5(d) at every gasket connecting the cylinder block and head.

Diesel Engine Simulation In Figure 6(c), gas enters through the left intake port and exits through the right. We can see that flow contraction (blue) at the foot of the exhaust port (the right pipe) and a pair of regions with opposing rotations in the pipe which indicate that the gas is just commencing out from the cylinder to the exhaust. Unlike the previous example of the cooling jacket, the flow in the diesel engine cylinder is compressible; hence the yellow and blue regions represent the combination of the actual volumetric changes and the effect of the flow normal to the surface of visualization. The increase in magnitude of rotation (green) in the top surface of the cylinder and the elongation toward the exhaust are clearly shown by the glyphs (with smaller sizes). On the other hand, such a detailed fluid deformation patterns are difficult to extract from the previous visualization without the use of glyph presentation (Figure 6(a)). In addition, no information of tensor magnitude can be included in the previous visualization of [13]. Note that without showing the tensor magnitude through the varying sizes or densities of the elements, such information is difficult to identify (see Figure 6(b) where hyperstreamlines are evenly-spaced and the glyphs have equal area).

Figure 6(d) shows the flow on the sidewall of the cylinder. We can see that the tensor magnitude continues to decrease as the flow migrates towards the bottom of the cylinder. The contrast of the tensor magnitude near the bottom with that on the top surface of the cylinder is evident. This fluid deformation pattern indeed represents the combustion stage at the commencement of the exhaust process. The glyphs in the complex domain clearly exhibit the elongated counterclockwise rotation patterns. The sizes of glyphs are fairly uniform, except near the bottom where the glyphs are slightly larger (i.e. weak tensor magnitude) noting the motion being constrained by the bottom face (the top of the piston). There appear four degenerating points: two trisectors and two wedges. Considering that they are located near
the boundary of the complex domain, within the dilation dominant region (yellow) and near the irrotational flow (at the interface of light red and light green), those weak degenerating points must represent flow stagnation. It is emphasized that the visualization of tensor magnitude with the density of hyperstreamlines and the glyph sizes enables us to better understand the flow fields. The foregoing intriguing flow behaviors are a few examples. Many other features can be detected effectively with the presented hybrid tensor field visualization, much better than the previous visualization with the use of hyperstreamlines only and no representation of tensor magnitudes.

7.2 Domain Expert Review of Simulated Earthquake Deformation Data (Domain Expert Vincent)

We have also applied our hybrid visualization technique to a simulation of coseismic displacements from the June, 1992 Mw = 7.3 Landers, CA earthquake sequence. The simulation data is from [40] and based on the geodetic inversion source slip model of [14]. The model
has 29 different fault segments (including two conjugate faults at high angle relative to the main rupture zone), each with its own strike (azimuth), length, dip, and cosismic slip vector. The fault segments with their associated slip vectors were combined to compute the surface displacements assuming an elastic half-space medium with a Poisson’s ratio of 0.25 [40].

Figure 1(c) shows displacement vector field using a combination of LIC-style streamlines (direction) and colors (magnitude) for the horizontal (north and east) components of surface displacements from the Landers earthquake simulation data set. The horizontal scale is 90 km × 90 km and the relative sense of motion across the fault zone is right-lateral—standing on one side of the fault looking toward the opposite side one sees points move to the right. While the general pattern of cosismic displacements is what would be expected for a right-lateral strike-slip fault, there is additional information not contained in this streamline/vector magnitude plot that becomes apparent when we apply our hybrid visualization technique to the simulation data set.

Figure 1(a) shows our hybrid visualization technique applied to the data. Several additional features associated with the displacement field become apparent. To help elucidate the additional information content available by applying our visualization technique, and to put this information in the proper context of fault mechanics, Figure 1(d) is a schematic drawing to illustrate the expected deformation modes for a right-lateral fault that now becomes visible using our visualization technique. For right-lateral motion across a fault (or fault zone) there is a dominant counterclockwise rotation on both sides of the fault. This is because right-lateral slip occurs on the fault but not away from the fault setting up a counterclockwise rotation pattern on both sides of the fault. Counterclockwise rotation can be seen in Figure 1(a) as red coloring in the real and complex domains, and the glyphs represent the complex eigenvalue regions where the rotational component dominates, the shear component of deformation. The green regions at fault tips and close to the fault represent clockwise rotations and similarly where the glyphs are located are regions dominated by rotation compared to shear. Boundaries between green and red (clockwise and counterclockwise rotation respectively) represent regions of compression (northwest and southeast quadrants) and dilatation (southwest and northeast quadrants) and are consistent with the seismic focal mechanism used to predict the seismic radiation pattern associated with right-lateral slip across a vertical fault. This radiation pattern is not visible using standard methods of displaying geodetic (surface deformation) data of earthquakes. It is inferred from first arrivals on distant seismometers (up or down for compression or dilatation respectively) distributed in directions at each of the four quadrant azimuths. Using our visualization method they can be seen easily. The two conjugate faults (a large one to the west and a small one to the northeast of the main rupture zone) are left-lateral and act to increase the rotational component of deformation locally which can be seen as elongation of the glyphs in the case of the large conjugate fault on the west side of the rupture zone (see Figure 7). Again, this deformation pattern cannot be seen using previous methods to display surface deformation data. The combined deformation modes are now apparent using our hybrid visualization method. By extracting more information, we are able to show a multitude of relevant deformation modes that encompass both geodetic displacement and seismic radiation pattern information in one plot. The additional information content now available will help geodesists and seismologists jointly interpret what has historically been disparate data sets. For example, insights into earthquake rupture dynamics processes can now potentially be made by viewing areas of localized stretching or dilation, or abrupt transitions between stretching and rotation, that are not visible using standard geodetic data visualizations of displacement or displacement gradients alone (e.g., Figure 1(c)). This new information could lead to new insights into how faults rupture, why rupture begins and ends where it does, and where the next rupture might originate. The visualization of asymmetric tensor fields associated with surface deformation, using this approach, provides a critical connection between seismic and geodetic data and interpretation that opens up many new avenues for research.

8 Conclusion

Asymmetric tensor field visualization is becoming an important topic within the visualization community where more work is needed. In this paper, we highlight the challenges faced by existing techniques for asymmetric tensor field visualization, including the loss of magnitude information and the lack of effectiveness for conveying the elliptical tensor patterns in complex domains. In order to address these challenges, we introduce a hybrid visualization technique for asymmetric tensor fields in which hyperstreamlines and glyphs are used to represent tensor patterns in real and complex domains, respectively. The sizes of the glyphs and densities of the hyperstreamlines are used to convey tensor magnitude, and degenerate points are retained in the visualization. This is the first time glyph packing is used in conjunction with asymmetric tensor fields. The combination of these techniques generates new hybrid visualization results that are capable of revealing the underlying physical characteristics of the data more effectively and efficiently. We also present an efficient image-space approach for visualizing asymmetric tensor data on surfaces. This reduces the computation time for the visualization by two orders of magnitude and allows the user to have more control over which portions of the view are magnified and highlighted. This is also the first time an image-space method is used for glyph packing for the depiction of asymmetric tensor fields on surfaces. The result is an interactive system with which the user can explore their asymmetric tensor fields using the proposed hybrid visualization and other options. Finally, we introduce an important new application of asymmetric tensor field data, namely earthquake deformation.

While the domain experts are more favorable toward the presented new hybrid visualization, we recognize that this is not the only solution. To encode tensor magnitude, other strategies, such as varying contrast and thickness of lines, can be employed. We also provide an option in our system to allow the tensor magnitude to be displayed in a separate plot. In addition, although the visual contrast between hyperstreamlines and glyphs at the boundaries of real and complex domains effectively highlights the distinct behaviors of these two domains, it may cause visual distraction. As such, our system retains the option of visualizing both domains using hyperstreamlines for more coherent transition through the degenerate curves. Exploring other unified visual primitive for both real and complex domains is possible. Superquadric glyphs [33] is a good candidate. In the future, we wish to explore additional applications for asymmetric tensor visualization. As our understanding of 2D asymmetric tensor fields matures, we wish to expand the analysis and visualization to 3D asymmetric tensor fields, which are significantly more challenging due to that fact there are nine numbers in a $3\times3$ tensor versus four numbers in a $2\times2$ tensor. In addition, we plan to investigate faster glyph packing techniques based on more recent development in Centroidal Voronoi Tessellations (CVT) [8].
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